Notes on Contributors

Peter Christoff PhD teaches climate policy in the Graduate School of Land and Environment at the University of Melbourne. He has written extensively on Australian and international environmental and climate policy and politics, and recently co-edited Climate Law in Australia (Federation Press, 2007). He is also Vice-President of the Australian Conservation Foundation, and formerly was the Assistant Commissioner for the Environment in Victoria.

Email: peterac@unimelb.edu.au

Simon Foale PhD is an Australian marine biologist who has been working on marine resource management in the Solomon Islands and Papua New Guinea for about 16 years. His PhD work (with The University of Melbourne) focused on the role of local knowledge and customary marine tenure in fishery management in the Nggela Group, Solomon Islands. He has worked with the World Wide Fund for Nature in the Western Solomon, on an Integrated Conservation and Development Project, and (while based at the Australian National University) with Conservation International in Papua New Guinea, on a study of coastal and fishery management on and around small, over-populated Islands in Milne Bay Province. He has also contributed to the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment’s Sub-Global Multi-scale assessments. Simon is currently Principal Research Fellow with the Australian Research Council’s Centre of Excellence for Coral Reef Studies, at James Cook University.

Email: simon.foale@jcu.edu.au

Rosita Henry PhD is currently the Head of the Department of Anthropology, Archaeology and Sociology at James Cook University. She has conducted research in relation to Northern Australia, Sri Lanka, Papua New Guinea and, most recently, Micronesia. She is co-editor of ‘The Politics of Dance’, a Special Issue of The Australian Journal of Anthropology, and has written several journal articles related to heritage and performances of place and identity. Her most recent publication is a jointly edited book with Barbara Glowczewski, entitled ‘Le Défi indigène. Entre spectacle et politique’ (Paris: Aux lieux d’être, 2007).

Email: rosita.henry@jcu.edu.au

John Hurd is the Head of Conservation, Global Heritage Fund and responsible for conservation programs at a number of major heritage sites around the world. He is the President of the ICOMOS International Advisory Committee and the President ICOMOS International Scientific Committee on Earthen Architectural Heritage. He has first-hand experience working on cultural heritage sites already affected by global climate change particularly in the deserts of Central Asia and Trans Himalaya. He was co-editor in 2000 of Terra Britannica; A Celebration of Earthen Structures in Great Britain and Ireland.

Email: hurdcon@yahoo.co.uk

William Jeffery PhD. From 2001, Bill has been employed as a contract maritime archaeologist with the Federated States of Micronesia Historic Preservation Office and has initiated projects in Chuuk, Yap and Pohnpei. Beginning in 2006, he has co-led Earthwatch volunteers in a project to record the natural and cultural values and health of Chuuk Lagoon’s submerged WWII sites. From 1981 to 2001, Bill worked as the Principal Maritime Officer with Heritage South Australia, Department of Environment and Heritage where he implemented a Maritime Heritage Program. His work in maritime archaeology has included sites in other parts of Micronesia, as well as in New Zealand, China, Finland, Sri Lanka and Hong Kong. He has written over 50 articles and a number of reports on maritime archaeology, sites and issues. In March 2008, he successfully completed his PhD thesis on the Chuuk Lagoon submerged WWII sites, from James Cook University (JCU) in Queensland, Australia.

Email: william.jeffery1@jcu.edu.au

Susan McIntyre-Tamwoy PhD, is a Post Doctoral Research Fellow with the Australian Research Council, Centre of Excellence for Coral Reef Studies and School of Arts and Social Sciences, James Cook University. Her research focus on Indigenous use of marine and coastal environments in Northern Cape York Peninsula connects with her interests in climate change, its impacts on cultural heritage and human responses to these issues. With formal qualifications in archaeology, and heritage conservation, she has worked both as a consultant and in a senior capacity in the public sector. She served for several years on the NSW Heritage Council and is a member of Australia ICOMOS, President of the Australian Association of Consulting Archaeologists, and member of the Australasian Society for Historical Archaeology, the Australian Anthropological Society; the Australian Archaeological Association and the Society for Historical Archaeology (US).
Michael Pearson PhD is the director of Heritage Management Consultants Pty Ltd, Canberra, a firm that specialises in heritage research, management and planning. Michael is currently an Adjunct Professor of Cultural heritage Management at the University of Canberra and he is Chair of the ACT Heritage Council. He is an historical archaeologist who has worked for over 30 years in the heritage field including positions with the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service and the Australian Heritage Commission and is a past chairman of Australia ICOMOS. In 2006 Michael attended a workshop on Climate Change and World Heritage in Paris organised by the World Heritage Centre of UNESCO.

Email: mike.p@ozemail.com.au

Mike Rowland is Principal Archaeologist with the Cultural Heritage Co-ordination Unit in the Queensland Department of Natural Resources and Water. He studied archaeology and geography at Auckland University and undertook field work in Fiji before arriving in Australia in 1976. He taught and undertook research at the University of New England and the University of Queensland before joining the Queensland Government in 1981. His archaeological research has been on the Keppel, Whitsunday, Dunk and Torres Strait Islands. His major focus has been on the relationship between change in the archaeological record and environmental change.

Email: mike.rowland@nrw.qld.gov.au